CONTACT INFORMATION

Director of Greek Instruction
Dr. Ryan Platte
Kresge Hall 4355
ryan.platte@northwestern.edu

Department of Classics
Kresge Hall, Room 4305
847.491.7597
classics@northwestern.edu

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

A video showcasing and explaining the program is available here:

https://youtu.be/fidiBi97YLy
Ancient Greek

WHY LEARN ANCIENT GREEK?

- You can learn the basic grammar of Ancient Greek in two quarters.

- You can earn a minor or major in Classics with a concentration in Ancient Greek.

- Studying Ancient Greece and Greek gives you insights into 2000 years of literature, philosophy, and culture.

- Learning Ancient Greek dramatically increases English vocabulary, especially in the sciences!

ANCIENT GREEK ON CAMPUS

Greek 115 – Starting in Winter this two-quarter sequence introduces you to all the grammar and vocabulary necessary to start reading actual ancient texts.

Greek 201 – This three-quarter sequence moves through readings in the New Testament, Plato, and the Iliad of Homer in one year.

Greek 301 – Subject changes each term, showcasing the wide variety of Greek literature.

Use your Greek while studying abroad in Greece (or in Rome).

Contact Prof. Francesca Tatarrani f-tataranni@northwestern.edu